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Committee Organizes
Events Celebrating
Women's Month
News Briefs
Bakker Indicted
Jim Bakker, founder of the PTL, was in-
dicted on Monday on fraud and tax evasion
charges. The 25 counts of mail and wire
fraud center around attempts to defraud the
public by selling "partnerships" in the
ministry's theme park, Heritage USA, in
South Carolina.
Sixty Students Dead
In Cameroon, 60 students died in a rush
from their school caused by a false alarm
stating that the building was about to col-
lapse. The school, as yet unfinished, is being
built by students from a nearby vocational
school and is designed to hold 15,000 pupils
upon its completion.
Leaders Kill Deer
Authorities in Denmark plan to kill about
5,000 deer in an attempt to stop the spread of
bovine turbuclosis among the domesticated
herds. The Minister of Agriculture for the
country has asked parliament for $3.8 million
dollars over the next three years to ac-
complish this task.
Leaders Raise Money
Christian, Jewish and Muslim leaders in
the Columbus area announced Tuesday that
they will combine efforts to erase $500,000 in
anticipated deficit in order to insure the pro-
per functioning of 1 1 area shelters. Collect-
ions at religious services from Dec. 16-2- 5
will be donated to the Community Shelter
Board, the organization in charge of the
3D X-Ra- ys
New three dimensional X-ra- ys are on the
way, according to a recent meeting of the
Radiological Society of North American last
week in Chicago. These images would be
derived by a computer from images created
by conventional X-ra- y technology, and
would assist in the diagnosis process by giv-
ing doctors a more complete picture of the
patient's problem.
Propositon 48: Fullerton-Roc- k
Disguised Performance Dazzles
Discrimination? Kenyon Audience
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Soviet Diplomat Visits Mount Vernon
By Jeff Stevens
Igor S. Neverov, the Second Secretary of
the Arms Control Division of the Soviet Em-
bassy in Washington, DC, made a visit to
Mount Vernon to become better acquainted
with rural America last Tuesday. His visit in-
cluded a trip to the Mount Vernon Rotary
Club, the Mount Vernon Secondary Schools,
a tour of Cooper Industries, a six o'clock din-
ner with its president, and an interview with
the Mount Vernon News.
At the Secretary's stop at the high school
he spoke briefly on a large number of topics
including Samantha Smith, now a hero in
the Soviet Union, and the arms race. The Speech
was excellently received and kept, according
to Perry, "the students almost jumping out of
their seats." Mr. Navorov found the students
"quiet and attentive."
After his talk, he entertained questions
from its audience. That audience was
restricted to approximately 400 Mount Ver-
non juniors and seniors, as well as many of
the school's faculty and staff. According to
the High School's Principal, George Perry,
the reasons for the restricted audience involv-
ed space considerations. The constrictions
were a result of the event being held in the
school's theater as opposed to the larger gym-
nasium. "We could have held it in the Gym,"
Mr. Perry reflected "but we didn't consider
that a particularly appropriate atmosphere
for this type of event." The discussion was
panelled by Perry and other members of the
school staff and moderated by Mount Ver-
non teacher Robin Pren, who helped to ar-
range for the dignitary's visit to the schools.
From the School, Naverov received many
gifts of good will, including a Mount Vernon
School certificate, several T-shir- ts, and a hat.
The complete visit was coordinated by
Carol Garner, the Executive Director of the
Columbus Council on World Affairs. Accor- -
Olin Gallery Adds Guards
By Shax F. Riegler
Extra security guards are required by Olin
Gallery, to protect a huge show making a
stop at Kenyon. The show, entitled
"UNKNOWN SECRETS: Art & the Rosen-
berg Era", will be at Kenyon from January 15
until February 5, 1989 and focuses on works
produced in response to the trial of Ethel and
Julius Rosenberg; one of the earliest and
most dramatic events of the cold war.
Judith Beckman, Coordinator of the Olin
Gallery, says, "the gallery is going to be stuff-
ed with paintings, drawings, and sculptures."
This big show contains many works by well-know- n
artists, and is highly insured. Tom
Rockwell, '92, is in charge of gathering the
approximately 20 necessary guards. Any
Kenyon student is permitted to work for the
three weeks which the show will be on cam-
pus. Sitting by the door, they will insure that
no one steals or damages any of the displays.
According to the show's preliminary adver-
tising, "it is an exhibition of works that deal
directly with the cold war drama of the Ethel
and Julius Rosenberg case or closely related
issues." The case of the Rosenburgs who,
along with Morton Sobell, were accused in
1951 of working to sell the secret of the atom
bomb to the Soviet Union, is one of the most
controversial political events of the last 40
years. It is still being examined in books, ar-
ticles, and debates. "Overlooked in the sea of
words, however, is the artistic response to
what happened," says the prospectus of the
show. To show this reaction has been the
goal of the Rosenberg Era Art Project
(REAP), an organization out of Montague
Center, Massachusetts. It has assembled
previously done works and commissioned
new ones specifically for this exhibit.
Works of artists from the United States,
Mexico, France, Italy, Sweden, and Ger-
many are included in this event. Some works
from the time of the case that will be seen are
by such artists as Fernand Leger and Pablo
Picasso. Also to be seen are the reactions to
the event of many contemporary artists.
The show, which will tour for two years
(Summer 1988-1990- ), will be accompanied by
a book and a film.
Including reproductions of all the works in
the show as well as stills from movies about
the case and archival photos of the period.
The book gives the reader a reference point
from which to interpret the art. Essays ad-
dressing the art and the event are included
along with writings dealing with the case by
such authors as E.L. Doctorow, Arthur
Miller, and Adrienne Rich.
Chronicling the reaction of the art world to
the event, the film documentary will have in-
terviews of several of the contributing artists
and historians and includes readings by the
contributing authors. It will also include ar-
chival footage and music of the period, again
in order to give the viewer a better vantage
point from which to understand the art.
To serve as a catalyst for discussion not on-
ly about the specific case but also about the
reverberations from it which are still felt in
the major issues of today is the goal of this
multi-med- ia project.
ding to Garner, her Columbus-base- d organi-
zation brings in such dignitaries on a "regular
basis to talk" to the people of Ohio. Neverov
had mentioned to Garner some time ago,
during a business conversation, that he wish-
ed very much to visit rural America and she,
a Mount Vernon resident, suggested her town
and the surrounding Amish countryside;
areas which she considers interesting both
historically and culturally. That second half
of the visit to Amish country was later
cancelled.
The overall visit was restricted by many
factors. State department requirements in-
sisted, for security reasons, that the secretary
be flown to his destination, a difficult prob-
lem since Mount Vernon has no major air-
port. A helicopter provided by T.-Ai- r, a local
company, solved the problem, but the de-
partment still requested the helicopter not
leave ground if abnormal weather conditions
such as a snow storm, were to occur. Without
the helicopter, the event would not have oc-se- e
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News Sheet Starts
At a meeting last week, the college's
Freshman Council decided to begin produc-
tion of its own news sheet. According to
Hether Alburn, one of the editors of the
sheet and the Freshman Council's president,
the sheet will be specifically for and about
Freshmen. However, it will be made available
to all students at the college via stacks set out
next to "Newscope" at Gund and Peirce din-
ing halls. The title of the sheet will be "About
Last Night".
Although the sheet's first edition, which
should be available around the time that this
article is published, will contain only per-
sonal ads, in future issues this should not be
the case. Alburn hopes to include a perma-
nent anonymous gossip column in future edi-
tions, as well as the publication of freshman
birthdays, and specifically "Freshman news".
She notes that the gossip column will be "gen-
tle" in its focus and attitude. The sheet will be
distributed monthly and will be made free to
the student body. Personal ads can be pur-
chased and run for 25 cents a piece. Ms.
Ahlburn will be assisted in her editorship by
both Jennifer Blum and Andrew Cope. Any-
one interested in becoming involved with the
new publication is encouraged to contact one
of these three. Alburn is enthusiastic about
the paper and hopes that, despite the small
length of its first issue, the publication will
continue to grow.
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Peace and the P.L.O.
of Palastinian , state, andadeclared the independenceOn Nov 15 1988 the P.L.O. thenSd United N tions' resolutions 242 and 338, thus implicitly acknowledging
declaration says that the document
ex stence of Israel. A translation of the Palestinian
" the determination of the Palestine Liberation Organization
reach a com-prehens- We
ms--Si
peaceful solution of the Arab-Israe- li conflict . . . w,ih.n the framework
of
"TSd- - SZ aging change in the P.L.O. charter would sm tosatiateIsrael, state. But yetanand recognize
U S demands the that Palestine denounce terronsm
of State George Schultz
aaain apea ances in U.S. foreign policy can deceive. SecretaryYa'a the United Nations on Dec. 1st bringing neardenied A a at a visa to speak at
univeL dTsapproval upon the U.S. In light of this event, we must ask ourselves two
and in th.s deepen, are wequesdons: didThe United States make the right decision,
TSnArlfat theUSht to speak to the U.N., the U.S. has betrayed its ro,e as host
with the
country The U.N. charter states quite clearly that anyone
hav.ng business
organization shall be heard. Second, the supposed reason for not granting the
v.sa is
which the U.S. requires for recogni-ion-namel- y,that the P L.O. has not met all the conditions
an "explicit" acknowledgment of Israel's right to exist. But the
Middle-Ea- st
peac" p ocess is a multilateral affair, and the United Nations a world organization,
the U.S. would have it, a tool for one nation's completeWh n the .N. becomes, as Arafat the right to apIn denyingis betrayed.domination in world affairs, its purpose
and violated the very
pear, Schultz has brought world wide disapproval on our country,
international relations for which the U.N. stands.essence of peaceful
in questioning Schultz's decision, the time has come to also question
our support of
the terms of the U N., Israel con-
tinues
the Israeli government. Even as the P.L.O. accepts
that it remove forces from the occupiedU.N.'sto ignore not only the request
fundamental human rights of the Palest,-- ntheritories (as stated in resolution 242), but
The Jewish Committee of the Middle East urges the U.S. to stop
aiding
an people
T
rael wTi ng that the events of today
--
. . . are too reminiscent of the programs from2 our own forefathers fled two and three generations ago-b- ut this time those inauthority are Jews and the victims are Moslem and Christian Palest.n.ans. Since the
1982 invasion of Lebanon, the Israeli military has imposed curfews,
deported and
thousands of Palesti-
nians
beaten Palestinians, restricted the international press, detained
national boundaries, and re-
quired
without trial or reason, not formally declared any
and the license plates of theirthe race of citizens to be recorded on their papers
cars Sound familiar yet? How about the current debate over redefining
who is a Jew, so
rabbi would be included. Could this amount to aOrthodoxonly those converted by an
purification of the Jewish people'.' 1 he paraneis to iwhm..
create a sickeningly bitter irony for the state of Israel. Yesh Gvul, a
movement w.thin
the Israeli army, writes that ". . . growing numbers of Israeli soldiers face
a choice .
between following orders they find morally, politically, and legally repugnant
-- or de- -
f'TtTs
without a doubt time that the United States reevaluate its policy regarding
Israel
and the P L O. Whether we like it or not, the P.L.O. is the only organization
which can
realistically represent the Palestinian people. There was a time not so long ago
when
"The fate of Zionism andconference, sayingShultz called for an international peace
Palestinian nationalism are interdependent." The P.L.O's advocacy of a.peace
u sou-tio- n
and recognition of U.N. resolutions is a major step towards a Middle East treaty.
Shultz's reply was a slap in the face not only to the Palestinian people, but to
the entire
world.
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Ed. Board Hits Height of Arrogance
To the Editor:
The Collegian's most recent editorial "The
Frat Myth" shines as an example of a new
height of arrogance reached by the editorial
board. The writer of the editorial has taken it
upon himherself to decide pass judgment
upon the "Nietzchean herd" of Kenyon
students. The inevitable round of frat
bashing is nothing new, and this editorial
contributed nothing more along those lines,
merely parroting unsubstantiated accusations
that have come to be expected and ignored.
This editorial strove for more, first in passing
judgment-upo- n the benefits the Greek system
offers its members. Obviously, the writer is
not a fraternity member, and is thus in no
position to evaluate the purpose and effect of
work project weeks, line-up- s and the like.
Suffice to say that his assertion of "childlike
male-bondin- g" is false. That is, if the forma-
tion of lifelong friendships is a false and
meaningless thing to the author, then that is
herhis loss.
The most glaring arrogance of the author is
herhis false linking of the Kenyon's social
life with its academic life. It is true "that
see ARROGANCE page eight
THE READERS WRITE
.. . i,rc tn the Editor. All submissions must be signed and
original intent of the submission.
Collegian rerpeiuaies ivxm
To the Editor:
The year's Collegian has featured a front-
page "News Briefs" column that seems to be
aimed at helping readers keep up with na-
tional and international news that is other-
wise not covered in this newspaper. While the
attempt to broaden coverage and alert
readers to newsworthy events is laudable, the
condensation of often complex events into
three-senten- ce bites is prone to mislead
readers.
I am especially concerned about the story
"PLO Declares Homeland" in the November
17 issue of the Collegian. The statement,
"The move also recognizes the state of
Israel -- a first for the PLO", is deceptive and
particularly unfortunate since it was the in-
tent of the Palestinian National Council to
convey exactly that impression -t- hat they
had "recognized" Israel-with- out ever having
done so. At the time the Collegian reported
this story there was much confusion over
what the PNC declaration had said. Indeed,
there is still controversy over the implications
of the PNC decision to acknowledge U.N.
resolution 242 as well as other U.N. resolu-
tions, some of which attempt to delegitimize
the state of Israel. What remains clear, how
To the Editor:
We write to join "A Concerned Reader" in
decrying sexual violence at Kenyon, and we
urge that education and programming on
issues of sexual behavior-- as well as careful
scrutiny of the situations, attitudes, and
structures which contribute to violence
against women-becom- e a priority issue for
the whole campus. We applaud, for example,
the jointly-sponsore- d Women's CouncilIFC
discussion on acquaintance rape scheduled
for December 5.
We would like to place "A Concerned
Reader's" statistics in a clearer context how-
ever. We were members of the twenty-tw- o
person Task Force on the Quality of Life for
Women Students at Kenyon which authored
the report from which the writer took the
statistics reported last issue. The Task Force
was comprised of a broad cross-sectio- n of the
Kenyon community; it included nine student
representatives from Senate, GOCA,
Women's Network, Crozier Board, IFC, Col-
legian, and PACSWAK; several Deans and
Assistant Deans, the APEO, a counselor, a
chaplain, and six faculty members, including
two specialists in statistics. The Task Force
sponsored two separate surveys of Kenyon
women (Spring 1987 and Fall 1987), using a
thirteen-pag- e survey authored by the GLCA
Women's Studies Committee; respondents
were assured confidentiality and 54 of Ken-
yon women responded to the second survey.
To get the broadest picture possible of the
quality of life for women on our campus, the
survey asked questions ranging from general
student satisfaction with academic and co-curricu- lar
experiences at the College, to
assessment of health and counseling services,
to evaluation of women's access to campus
organizations and student leadership posi-
tions, to assessment of social experiences and
interpersonal relationships on campus.
The Task Force spent January through
May of 1988 compiling the responses to its
survey, comparing these to responses from
ever is that neither the PNC, nor the PLO,
nor Yassar Arafat, nor any official
spokesperson for the Palestinians, has yet to
exDlicitlv recognize Israel.
The distinction between what the PNC did
sav and formal recognition of Israel is impor
tant; the Israeli government obviously thinks
so and so must the PNC or they would not be
so hesitant to make recognition clear. The
Collegian has inadvertently contributed to
the deception perpetrated by the PNC. The
intent of the Palestinians is to appear more
moderate and conciliatory in hopes that U.S.
support for Israel can be compromised. That
this was the true purpose of the Algiers com- -
muniaue is made evident by the fact that
Yassar Arafat is now saying, "We feel that
the ball is now in the American court.
Of course," even my brief criticism and
clarification begs for elaboration. I know
that most Collegian readers know where to
look if they are interested in learning more.
At the same time I hope that the Collegian
will reconsider its approach toward reporting
news briefs.
Sincerely,
Larry Herman
MacArthur Assistant Professor
of Political Economy
Task Force: Uncovering Rape
other GLCA campuses, analyzing the Ken
yon data, and attending a GLCA-sponsore- d
rrm ference on the issues raised by the survey.
In the late spring we authored a comprehen-
sive twenty-thre- e page report (with a twenty-tw- o
Daae appendix) which used survey results
to identify areas in which Kenyon serves it
female students well and to suggest strategic
for improving those situations, attitudes, and
structures which undermine the development
of Kenyon women. The Report was sent tc
the President, the Provost, the Dean ot
Students, the chair of the faculty and the
heads of various faculty committees (i-
ncluding Senate) for use as they saw fit. In ad
dition, each task force member returned tc
his or her campus affiliation with a clearei
understanding of the problems facing Ken
yon women. For example, we three are usim
our knowledge of key issues as a central tocu- -
of our participation on the Commission or
Student Life.
. We offer this lengthy description of the
Task Force's activities because we were con
remed that Collegian readers might infer
frr,m "A rrwprned Reader's" letter thai
there has been some attempt to "cover up
nroblems facing Kenyon women. Far froir
any coverup, however, the very existence ot
the Task Force (with the full cooperation ot
the Administration) should demonstrate
Kenvon's commitment to uncovering and rec
tifying such horrifying experiences as rape.aM
well as the other, less horrific but equau;
disabling, assaults on true equality that th:
survey suggests Kenyon women experience
every day. The Task Force's Report has not
to our nowledge, been treated as a "con
fidential administration document." For ex
amnle. it has been distributed to the College- -
Sexual Harassment Counselors to aid them it
programming and counseling; it is unde:
discussion at various levels of the Student Af
fairs office; and it has become a central docu
ment in the wide-rangin- g studies of the Com
see UNCOVERING RAPE page eight
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Fullerton-Roc- k Dazzles Kenyon with Piano Expertise
By Mary Clayton Coleman
She took the stage solidly, in earnest.
Priscilla Fullerton-Roc- k has performed
throughout the Midwest, on the East coast
and at Carnegie Hall. She graduated from the
Cleveland Institute of Music, continued her
study at the University of Illinois with Grant
Sanders and Eugene List and now studies
with Grant Johannsen. Presently she is an
associate professor of Music at Edinboro
University in Pennsylvania, but she took the
staae at Rosse Hall last Friday with an at-
titude of purpose, not pretention.
Sincerity characterized her performance
from beginning to end. Fullerton-Rock'- s se-
cond selection was "Variations on a Theme"
which Clara Schumann wrote around a
theme from "Colored Leaves, Op. 99" for her
husband Robert Schumann. Just as Mrs.
Schumann composed this to continue the life
and convey her love of her husband's music,
so Fullerton-Roc- k designed her program to
perpetuate the life of and express her joy
about women's music. As her interpretation
of the piece began, she teased the audience.
Her timely hesitation tempted listeners to
long for the moment when she would in-
evitably share all the emotion that she
possesses. Moving through the center section
of the composition she lifted the melodic line
skillfully despite a thickness of arpeggios,
ana finally tell ingo and caressed the deep
velvet folds of Schumann.
This use of hesitating rubato was present
also in an Etude, Op. 11, No. 6 by Agathe
Backer-Grondah- l. Here Fullerton-Roc- k display-
ed graceful eloquence whether restraining or divulg-
ing her intensity about the composition. Well
planned rubato was contrasted with a
freedom of movement again in Maria Mar-
tinez's Sonata in A major. All the expressive
potential of the cantabile melodies was milk-
ed in the atypically easeful Rondo move-
ment. Opposing the gentle quality of this
movement was Le Murmure Nocturne by
Maria Szymanowska, a Polish predecessor to
Chopin. Fullerton-Roc- k carried its power
forward by emphasizing the pulsating
timpani-lik- e bass rhythm.
A rumbling bass line was also a central
aspect in Louise Talma's Alleluia in form of
Toccata. It never lost its clarity, which on the
Ross stage piano is no small feat. Fullerton-Roc- k
was completely comfortable with the
technical complexities of the composition.
Her weighty hands took control over the
driving dissonant octaves towards the piece's
end, but never overwhelmed its playful Ger-shwini- an
character. She approached the
challenge posed by Talma with ferocity, but
maintained intelligently cautious through the
numerous stylistic transitions within it. Clos-
ing the first half of the concert with this
spirited selection left the audience waiting for
her return with bated breath.
Before seating herself back at the instru-
ment after intermission, Fullerton-Roc- k in-
troduced the composer and her particular
piece in a warm, informal tone, the same
manner in which she prefaced most of the
previous numbers. She earnestly described
how Cecile Chaminade utilized the fugue
form in her Sonata in C Minor, Op. 21. Her
musical explication of seriousness about the
composition was just as earnest as the verbal
one which preceded it. The wide range of
motifs from the first movement to the third
allowed Fullerton-Roc- k to reveal her talent
and discipline, attributes essential to becom-
ing a successful concert pianist. The audience
was carried down the rushing white water of
the Andante movement in the secure craft of
her complete linkage and engrossment in the
mood of the music. Her performance reach-
ed its climax as she expressed intensity in the
Allegro movement's harmonically and
dynamically swelling octaves. The timely
placement of this peak moment, a few
minutes into the second half of the program,
assured that listeners would not be lost to
apathy towards the end of the concert. Here
Fullerton-Roc- k shifted comfortably into an
Impressionistic piece close even in name to a
composition by Debussy. Lili Boulanger's
"D'Un Vieux Jardin" sounded echos of
Debussy's "Jardin Sur Le Pluie" in its color-
ful shaping and fluid nature. Both composer
and performer transferred deftly at this point
to an energetic, firey dance called "Cortege."
Fullerton-Roc- k was never overburdened by
Boulanger's rhymical complexity, and passed
flames of accent between her left and right
hands.
This burning ardency continued to lick at
the walls of Rosse until it finally consumed
those within during the last section of Judith
Zaimont's "A Calendar Set." Fullerton-Roc- k
performed Zaimont's musical portrayal of
the months (stopping at July with the Pea-bod- y
composer's permission) with utter
splendor. She competently captured the value
of the contemporary composition. With a
wry smile behind her seriousness, she-decorate- d
an allusion to the "Star Spangled
Banner" by depressing the upper keyboard
vigorously with her forearm.
Not to leave the audience hungry after this
display of physical and musical strength,
Fullerton-Roc- k returned to the bench to add
an extra gem to a shining performance. Even
now in the medieval quality of the inner
melodicj line of Amy Beech's "Barton Roll,
Op. 28" no intensity was lost. Fullerton-Rock'- s
ability to sustain such a high level of
captivation depended not only on her techni-
cal agility, but on her obvious desire to con-
vey the power of women's music.
Date Rape Discussion Dispels Myths and Increases Awareness
Over a hundred people gathered in Gund
Commons on Monday night to learn about
the problem of date rape on college cam-
puses. The program, co-sponso- red by the
Women's Center and the IFC, was designed
to introduce Kenyon students to the issue of
date rape and to allow people to openly
discuss their feelings and attitudes toward the
issue. The program brought to Kenyon Dr.
Mark Ben, a counseling psychologist at Ohio
State University who runs rape workshops
for men, and Barbara Seltzer who helps rape
victims through her work at crisis centers and
rape hotlines.
The program consisted of a short movie
filmed at Skidmore College and a discus-
sion sparked by individual's reactions to the
movie. The audience was diverse and talkat-
ive with 10o of its members as represent-
atives of the male population at Kenyon.
Together the audience was able to reach a
better understanding of date rape and to
dispell some of the misconceptions that sur-
round the issue.
For some the problem of date rape is
overlooked due to a lack of understanding
about what rape actually is. "Rape includes
all forced and coerced sexual activity, and in-
cludes situations involving acquaintances,
friends, relatives, dates, lovers, and
husbands." Rape is the most frequented and
unreported crime on college campuses.
Statistics say that 85 of all college men
could be indicted on rape charges, and that
80 of college women say that they've been
the victim of some form of sexual violence.
Having come to a clearer understanding of
rape and the gravity of the problem on coll-
ege campuses, the group was able to address
the important underlying questions of why
tape occurs, how to help recovering rape vic-
tims, and what can be done to amelicrate the
current rape situation?
Through discussion the group began to
realize that many of the causes of rape lie in
the socialization process of men and women
in this society. As a result of our upbringing
men have learned to devaluate women's con-
cerns and actions, and women have been
taught to be nurturing and tend to the needs
of others before her own. Men as the tradi-
tional dominant figure in society have learn-
ed to view sex as their right. Consequently in
many sexual relationships men tend to
overlook the wants of the woman, and the
woman tends to devalue her own wants in
hopes of fulfilling the needs of her mate.
Women often suffer from what some call the
'hostess syndrome', in which they devote
their time to making sure that everyone
around them is content even at the expense of
their own happiness. As a result it is difficult
for women to be assertive about what they
want in a sexual relationship, because they
are not used to confronting their own wants.
The discussion was dominated by talk aim-
ed at understanding and helping recovering
rape victims. It is essential that people
recognize that rape is not the victim's
fault that women are not to be blamed for
the acts of violence committed against them.
Rape is an act of violence that humiliates and
degrades women. It is not a sexual act, pro-
vocative behavior on the part of the woman
does not justify rape. Most rapes are
premeditated to some degree. Women are the
victims, not the catalysts. It is important
when talking to rape victims that one listen
and accept what they are saying, and not
allow personal beliefs to perpetuate the in-
grained tendency of the victim for self blame.
When confronting her own victimization, a
woman goes through a process of recupera-
tion. She must first identify her situation as
rape. Secondly, understand that what hap-
pened is not her fault. And thirdly recognize
that she is not powerless -t- hat only she has
the right "to make the decision about what
happens to her body.
Statistics report that one in three women
will be raped in their lifetime if the current
trend continues. Although there are no easy
solutions there are helpful attitudes. Com-
munication needs to be stronger between men
and women in sexual relationships, so that
together they can reach a conclusion about
what is appropriate. In addition women
should realize that assertive bahavior in rape
situations is statistically effective. Women
who use no strategy have less than a 20
chance of escape, whereas women who use
one strategy have a 60-6- 5 7o chance of escape,
and women who use two have an 80
chance. The more assertive women are the
less rape occurs. The most important defense
mechanism against date rape is education. It
is vital that members of this community
understand what date rape is. Through
education and communication we can begin
to dissolve the problem of date rape.
If you or anyone you know has been date
raped and wishes to report it, there are two
possible channels at Kenyon. The first is a
sexual harassment counselor with whom you
can formally or informally report the rape.
And secondly through security, who will file
an official report. Date rape is a crime and
should be treated as such.
Reactions to the program varied, however
overall it was regarded positively. Although
many found the movie to be too trite,
generally people learned from the discussion
and walked away with a clearer under-
standing of the issue of date rape.
Kenyon Programmers Drive For Success
With nary a uniform or mascot, Kenyon's
computer programming team took thirteenth
place in a field of fifty-thre- e college and uni-
versity teams at a recent programming con-
test sponsored by the Association for Com-
puting Machinery at Miami University in Ox-
ford, Ohio.
The Kenyon programmers seniors Ross
A. Mehlman of Nashville, Tennessee, and
Mark J. Shuman of Pittsburgh, Penn-
sylvania; junior David H. Starr of Owings
Mills, Maryland; and sophomore Yiji Shen,
of Millbourne, Pennsylvania (all cheered on
by alternate Bari L. Courts, a senior from
Cincinnati, Ohio) competed against both
undergraduates and graduate students from
institutions as diverse as Michigan State, the
University of Kentucky, Youngstown State,
and Miami.
The Kenyon team finished just behind
Ohio State and Earlham and ahead of
Oberlin, Case Western Reserve, Hiram, Ohio
Northern, and Ohio University. Win, place,
and show went to Carnegie Mellon, Purdue,
and Kent State.
According to Starr, several teams,
"especially from the big universities, really
took it seriously. They held competitions to
select their team members and had been prac-
ticing for this contest. They even had team
jerseys with their names on the backs and
numbers I'm not kidding in binary."
Each member of the programming team
was given a problem and just a few hours in
which to write a Pascal or FORTRAN pro-
gram that would solve it. For example,
Starr's problem was "a variation on the
classic eight-quee- ns problem," he says, which
asks "how to place eight queens on a chess
board so that no one queen is in a position to
take another." The teams were scored ac-
cording to how many correct solutions they
produced and how quickly they finished.
Studying programming at Kenyon helped
their team, reports mathematics-majo- r Starr,
but "having a computer science program isn't
really the key in a contest like this."
Thomas F. Moberg, vice president for in-
formation and computing services at the Col-
lege, comments: "Why did Kenyon do so
well, even against more technical schools?
My theory is that liberal arts students are bet-
ter problem solvers. They're good at figuring
out how to approach and handle the prob-
lem, and then writing the program is just a
detail."
Starr says he and his teammates are look-
ing forward to competing again next year. "I
won't say we could come in first or second,"
he says, "but I think we could score even bet-
ter than we did this year."
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The Nutcracker is coming to the Ohio
Theatre in Columbus Dec. 8-2- 4. Evening per-
formances begin at 8:00 on Dec. 8, 9, 10, 15,
16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22 and 23. Matinee perfor-
mances, at 2 p.m. are: Dec. 10, 11, 17, 18 and
24. Tickets range in price from $8-$2- 5. Two
dollar discount coupons for all performances
are available at all Franklin County Kroger
stores. For tickets call the Ohio Theatre
ticket office (469-093- 9) or Ticket Master
Outlets (1-80O-525-5- 9O0.
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Planning for Next Year's Women's Month CelebrationBegins
Recognizing women's achievements has
been and must continue to be a central com-
mitment of the Kenyon community. The
planning for this year's Women's Month
celebration and for next year's Twentieth An-
niversary of Women at Kenyon is well under-
way. Women's Month at Kenyon is scheduled
for March 19 to April 19, 1989 and tentative-
ly includes the following events (among
others): a concert and dance, a sing-alon- g of
feminist and historical songs by women, an
auto care workshop, films, two common
hour events, an art exhibit, and the tradi-
tional "women's voices" gathering. Events in
honor of the Twentieth Anniversary of
Women at Kenyon will take place throughout
the 1989-199- 0 academic year. The theme will
be IntrospectiveRetrospective an assess-
ment of the women's experience at Kenyon in
the past, present, and future. Major lectures,
concerts, and an art exhibition featuring
women alumni are among those events cur-
rently being scheduled. The Women's Month
Steering Committee (Ryn Edwards, chair,
Martha Clark, Melissa Dabakis, Joy
Eckstine, Liz Forman, Barb Gensemer, Mar-
ti Kunst, Eleanor Loucks, and Cathy Ren-ner- t)
requests that all sectors of the college
community plan special events next year in
association with this significant historical
milestone at Kenyon.
In keeping with these campus-wid- e pro-
grams, the committee is issuing a call for
designs for logos and banners in com
Dance Ensemble's Autumn Concert
by Amy Manning
The Kenyon College Dance Ensemble an-
nounces the 1988 Fall Dance Concert, to
premier on Thursday, December 8 at 8:00
p.m. in the Hill Theater. Additional perfor-
mances will be held on Friday, December 9 at
8:00 p.m., and Saturday, December 10 at
2:00 and 8:00 p.m. The concert, which will
present a variety of modern and classical
styles, will feature Maggie Patton's lively,
mini PLUS D1I
20-min- ute version of Carmen. The remain-
ing eight pieces range in intensity from light
and entertaining, to serious and thought-provokin- g.
Choreographers include veterans
Desmond Davis, Peter Kyle, Monique
Levister, Maggie Patton and Nancy Scot-for- d.
First time choreographers are Catherine
Asaro, Julie Gluck, Beth McCoy and Amy
Menning. Tickets for the concert are
available at the Bolton Box Office.
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memoration of Twenty Years of Women at
Kenyon. The logo and banner designs should
embody an image which imaginatively
reflects the variety of women's experiences
within the college and the community at
large. The logo should be suitable as both a
button and letterhead design. The banner
designs should be able to function on a large-scal- e
format (about 3x7 feet). The banners
will be constructed out of durable materials
An analysis of the recent presidential elec-
tion will be presented at Kenyon College by
Michael Robinson, the Washington,
D.C. -- based author of Over the Wire and on '
TV and The Mass Media in Campaign '84.
Robinson's talk, entitled "Campaign Media:
Myth and Realities," will take place on
Thursday, December 8, at 7:30 p.m. in Ken-yon- 's
Biology Auditorium.
According to John M. Elliott, associate
professor of political science at the College,
Robinson is one of the leading academic
scholars on the news media and politics and is
both a critic and a defender of the media.
Currently, Robinson is an associate pro-
fessor of government at Georgetown Univer-
sity in Washington, D.C. He is also the
academic director of the Times Mirror "Peo-
ple and Press" survey. This survey based on
one of the largest polls ever taken, involving
some ten thousand people categorizes the
electorate in an entirely new way using eleven
groupings with such headings as "secularist"
and "optimistic new rich."
During the course of his talk, Robinson
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and then hung in campus buildings and out-
doors. All the designs will be exhibited in a
central location during Wome's Month next
semester. The Art Subcommittee of the
Women's Month Committee will jury the
submissions. Deadline for submissions is
February 15, 1989. Entries from the greater
Kenyon and GambierKnox County com-
munity are welcome and should be submitted
to Melissa Dabakis, Biology Building 121,
ext. 5381.
Robinson to Analyze U.S. Election
will share findings from the Times Minor
study, such as to what degree the recent elec-
tion's results were determined by various
categories of voters and which groups
primarily determined the outcome. Robinson
will also discuss what these findings can tell
us about future voting patterns.
Robinson earned his bachelor's degree at
Ohio State University and his doctorate at
the University of Michigan. His thesis won a
national award for the best dissertation in
American political science in 1973. Since
then, he has published more than one hun-
dred articles, books, and reviews, all of them
on American politics.
A frequent guest political analyst on CBS,
ABC, NBC, and CNN broadcasts, Robinson
is also a regular contributor to the Wall Street
Journal, the Washington Post, and the
Christian Science Monitor. From 1980 to
1986 he was director of the Media Analysis
Project at George Washington University.
Robinson's talk, sponsored by Kenyon's
Faculty Lectureships Committee, is free and
open to the public.
Barefootin' it: Thespians in Park
The Gambier Repertory Ensemble Actors
Theater opens its first season this evening
with Neil Simon's Barefoot in the Park. The
production runs tonight through Saturday at
8:00 in Gund Commons Lounge. Tickets are
available during dinner and at the door.
This award winning comedy, loosely based
on Neil Simon's first year of marriage, stars
freshmen Josh Zuckerberg and Anne Cadi-ga- n
as the newly married couple Paul and
Cory Bradden.
The Gambier Repertory Ensemble Actors
Theater was founded last spring in an effort
to provide a theatrical alternative to students
who wish to work with a completely student
run theatrical company. This year, artistic
director Jay Alexander states "We try to in-
vent with new and innovative staging techni-
ques, in spaces which were not specifically
designed for theater."
Don't miss the sparkling comedy about the
trials and tribulations of the first few weeks
of married life. The play depicts the mutual
growth of the two lovers toward their ult-
imate resolution: acceptance.
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is Opportunity to Study in Italy for the Summer Offered
By Bettie Teasley and Arti Finn
"Imagine a class about Michelangelo that
meets in the Sistine Chapel, a discussion of
Hawthorne held in front of the Marble Faun
of the Capitoline, or an Italian language class
that shares lunch in a street market. Ex-
periences like these will be part of the Kenyon
Summer in Rome, a new program for Ken-
yon students that will begin this coming sum-
mer on July 6, running until August 8."
The Kenyon Summer Program in Rome is
the first one offered to students (of all
classes) for credit. The credit is one unit that
will be divided among three categories: art
history, English literature, and Italian
language study. In addition to choosing a
course from one of the aforementioned
categories, each student is required to take
"Integrated Roman Studies" (34 credit).
Students may also use their credits towards
distributional requirements or have them us-
ed as general electives in the major for
students in art history and English literature.
No way Out. Directed by Roger
Donaldson. Starring Kevin Costner, Gene
Hackman, and Sean Young. 114 minutes.
1987. Rated R.
No Way Out is a suspenseful thriller set in
intriguing world of Washington, D.C. and
the Pentagon. Roger Donaldson creates a
stunning portrayal of the deception and
The students will spend their summer at St.
Stephen's School "in the historic center of
Rome just a few minutes from the col-osseu- m
and conveniently located near a
Metro stop", comments Art History Prof.
Janis Bell. She also adds that "the school
building (where students and faculty will live)
is one of those classic Italian stucco buildings
around a courtyard and is surrounded by
palm trees and 2 acres of grassy fields."
As if the location is not enough, there are
"several special features of the Kenyon pro-
gram which will set it apart from other sum-
mer school courses in Italy", says Bell. "One
is that our studentfaculty ratio will be
excellent probably as low as 6 to 1 . . .
We're also planning to set up conversations
and social gatherings with Italian students."
Students are also invited to spend their even-
ings in the discotheques or the gelateria (ice
cream parlor). There are also overnight field
trips to Pompeii and Florence.
The program will be run by Profs. Bell,
Dwyer, Richards and Mankoff. Profs. Bell
and Dwyer are two tenured art historians and
X
X.
power that can overwhelm us all from the ?
Kenneth Fearing novel The Big Clock. Kevin ,-- p, .rp,
Costner (The Untouchables, Bull Durham) 1 lie 1 Ming
turns in a superb performance as Lt. Com
mander Tom Farrell, Academy Award win-
ner Gene Hackman creates another stunning
characterization as Secretary of Defense
David Brice, and the provocative Sean
Young Young Doctors in Love) portrays the
beautiful young woman at the heart of the
tense intrigue.
Costner is a young naval officer recently
added to the Pentagon staff under Hack-man- 's
command. His first assignment is to
find and silence the witness to a brutal
crime that must be covered up. Only if he
1 H
ft
I
knows, though, that the witness he is looking
for is himself. What could have been a very
tenacious plot is worked extremely well
through several twists and turnarounds that
keep you guessing until the very end.
This is a very well made film with excellent
performances by all. If murder mysteries and
political intrigue aren's enough to entice you,
then at least come to see the famous "Limo
scene." Costner and Young put on quite a
show. Brian Theil
8:00 Fri.10:00 Sat.
THE THING. Directed by John
Carpenter. Starring Kurt Russell and A.
Wilford Brimley. 127 minutes. 1982. Rated
R.
John Carpenter, the modern-da- y master of
horror and suspense, presents a fine re-ma- ke
of the 1950's sci-- fi classic The Thing. Kurt
Russell and A. Wilford Brimley star as two
members of a scientific expedition crew who
uncover a creature that has the terrifying
capability of changing it shape and passing
through other people's bodies. The crew must
have specialized in art produced in Rome. In
addition, Prof. Richards (MFL, Italian) "was
also enthusiastic about teaching Italian right
in the country where students can go out on
the street and get some practice with the
language. "Prof. Mankoff was equally en-
thusiastic. "Within a week, she had pulled
together a wonderful syllabus of readings
ranging from Virgil's Aeneid to Shake-peare- 's
Julius Caesar to Romantic poets
(Keats died in Rome) as well as some less
well-know- n 18th and 19th century travel
literature."
Since the program is still in the final stages
of being approved, exact figures on cost are
unavailable. However, they will appear in the
.
KFS Films
find a way to stop the creature before it
destroys all of them as well as all of
humankind.
Carpenter works the suspense and chilling
terror like nobody else can, leaving the au-
dience on the edge of its seat throughout all
127 minutes. This is a film that all true
horror-addict- s must see.' And even if you're
not a horror-addic- t, this is an entertaining
film just the same. Randy Cummings
8:00 Sat.8:00 Sun.
High Road to China
A High Road to China. Directed by Brian
Hutton. Starring Tom Selleck and Bess Arm-
strong. 1983. 120 min. Rated PG.
Selleck stars as a not-so-sob- er biplane pilot
hired by Armstrong to save her father from
the perils of an evil captor. Thw two go
through many dangerous adventures in search
of the evil-doer- 's asylum. At times of danger
they barely escape in unlikely yet humorously
plausible fashions. To give away more details
about the plot would take away from the
suspense and sense of adventure the film
creates.
A High Road to China was written in ,the
publicity brochure and application form
(available next week and will be distributed in
the dining halls). Financial aid will be
available to students who demonstrate need
and "Mr. Tutchings will work closely with
students on workstudy to insure that they
can still earn the amount required to main-
tain eligibility", assures Bell. There is an in-
formational meeting in Philamathesian Hall
on Tues., Dec. 13, at common hour. Copies
of the brochure and the application (which
has a deadline postmarked January 20th) are
available from Profs. Bell, Dwyer, Mankoff,
and Richards, as well as from the secretaries
at Ascension, Sunset, Biology, Bailey, and
Bexley.
WKCO's Top Ten Progressive Playlist
for the Collegian 12888
1. R.E.M.-"P- op Song '89" -- Green
2. Lloyd Cole and the
Commotions "My Bag" Mainstream
3. They Might Be Giants "Ana
Ng" Lincoln
4. Let's Active "Every Dog Has His
Day" Every Dog Has His Day
5. Jack Rubies -"- Be with
you" Fascinatin' Vacations. Hunters
and Collectors "Back on the
Breadline" Fatel. Cocteau
Twins -"- Blue Bell Knoll" -- Blue Bell
KnollS. B.A.D.-"J- ust Play
Music- "- Tighten Up Vol. 889. Camper
Van Beethoven "Turquoise
Jewelry" Our Beloved Revolutionary
Sweetheart
10. Ministry-"Flashback"-- 77!e Land
of Milk and Honey
Subscribe to the Collegian.
Have Kenyon's own weekly newspaper delivered to your
home. 25 issues for only $22.00. Send checks to:
The Kenyon Collegian
Kenyon College
Gambier, OH 43022
period of the highest action movies. Original-
ly, Selleck was to have starred as Indiana
Jones in Raiders of the Lost Arc, but his
T.V. schedule would not permit it, so Har-
rison Ford took the role. Thinking that
Selleck would be perfect for the role, this
action-adventu- re movie was made for him as
a compromise for himway to make quick
profits on the cocktails of Raiders. Unfor-
tunately for Bess Armstrong, who gave a
superb performance, and for Hutton, who
did the best he could with a hastily written
script, critics and moviegoers alike would
rather have watched the Selleck on Magnum
P.I. The beautiful location shots and brilliant
cinematography were taken for granted at
the time of the film's release because there
was too much comparison with both Raiders
and Magnum. Without such comparisons,
however, the movie pacts plenty of action
and fun. Greg Abate
2:00 Sun.
On campus travel representative
needed to promote SPRING BREAK
TRIP to Florida or Texas. Earn
money, free trips, and valuable work
experience. Call Inter-Camp- us Pro-
grams at 1-800-4- 33-7747.
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Basketball Teams Experience Growing Pains Early on
By Chris Munster
The Lords, off to an 0-- 4 start, seem to
have a trying present sandwiched in between
a bright past and a brighter future.
"We're not far away from being a respect-
ed team," said Coach Brown, who admitted
being "disappointed that we're 0-- 4, but not
discouraged."
The bright past was the 10 seniors that
graduated last season. This begat the trying
present with senior Tim Keller, the lone
"seasoned man with varsity experience. "I'm
not doing anything special on offense, said
Brown. "He's just knocking them down," as
he looks at Keller's 20.5 ppg.
The season began up in Michigan in Al-
bion's Tip-O- ff Tournament. Brown charac-
terized the two games as "competitive, and
we held the lead until the end in both games."
In fact, against Albion, in the opener, the
Lords held the lead during all of regulation.
The Lords missed 4 out of 5 front-end- s and
one-and-on- es and was even fouled with :02
seconds left, yet still missed the opportunity
to win the game. This haunted them in the
overtime session, as Albion took the game
away from the Lords 54-5- 1.
In the consolation against Spring Arbor, it
was a similar story for Kenyon. Holding a 10
point advantage during the second half, Ken-
yon missed many opportunities to get out of
Michigan with a win under its belt, as it went
down 54-5- 0. "The road is tough, and it will
change when we get home," declared Brown
with an air of certainty. He knows it's a mat-
ter of time before the front-end- s start falling,
and people are aware that the Lords can play.
The road got tougher when they went to
Wittenberg. Ranked number three in Divi-
sion III, Kenyon took its 0-- 2 mark into the
Tigers' home gym, playing before a crowd
anxious to witness their home opener.
"Their" is the operative word here. "We came
out flat, and didn't respond well; it was their
home opener. I got a T technical early on to
try to light a fire." It worked, if only tem-
porarily, for the Lords were overwhelmed by
the Tigers' experience.
Looking at Kenyon's stat sheet, it is flood-
ed with the name of Tim Keller. He's been
counted on to do a lot of the scoring early on,
until the rest can fall into place. "We lack
confidence offensively, but we are coming
along." After Keller, John Neely has been
consistent on the boards, averaging 4.5 per
game to pace the team. But shooting 43
from the floor and just 56 from the charity
stripe will not win ballgames, as Coach
Brown knows.
"The one consistent aspect of basketball,"
says Brown, "is defense, and we've been play-
ing tough defense every day." One place the
Lords will be in control is with their press.
They've forced 11 more turnovers than
they've given away, so the press will stay,
although Brown discussed some concern with
respect to Keller. "I was concerned that I was
wearing Tim out from a production stand-
point, so I've been playing a lot of people."
What's nice about the preseason, or the
games before the conference rigors begin, is
that ability to look at everyone on the roster.
Coach Brown is looking at different com-
binations in order to find the one that will
help the team to jell come January 4, when
Kenyon takes on Denison. Ten different
players have appeared in all four games. The
benefits of this play one play all attitudes will
bear to witness later on, when the pressures
mount and Brown can go deep into the bench
if he must.
As for now, the Lords are in transition.
Transition can often mean losses early on,
which it has. "We're going through pains
right now; it's a little tough on the kids. But
all a coach can ask is to be in a position to
win, and through our diligence and execu-
tion, we have been in position."
This is something that Brown wants the
community to take note in also. "What I like
about Kenyon is that these kids are the true
student-athletes-
."
Student-athlete- s at many
universities means Athlete-Studen- t. But not
at Kenyon. "The fans (students) should iden-
tify with the players; this is their extracur-
ricular activity."
On Saturday, pack the stands with en
Does anybody know this guy?
It
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thusiasm, players respond to home cooking.
"Today, this is my family and we're going to
do the best we can." That includes going
through the growing pains. By the end of the
year, if the shots start falling, those growing
pains might become growth spurts.
Women's Basketball
The Ladies lost 3 games last week, in-
cluding their first home game, to Mount Ver-
non Nazarene College, 70-5- 2. They also
dropped 2 at the Great Lakes Colleges
Association Tournament, to Kalamazoo Col-
lege, 71-5- 1, and to Hope College, 86-3- 9.
By Dickie Dunn
The hockey club travelled to Oberlin last
Saturday night to play the Fighting Scots of
Wooster in their first game of the season.
The Lords, boasting newly revamped pro-
wess thanks largely to the "Massachusetts
Connection", faced the formidable presence
of alleged Division I hockey holdouts on the
Wooster team.
Despite these apparent "ringers", Kenyon
came out on top 7-- 3 in a game that grew in-
creasingly violent as the Scots became
frustrated. Steve "Is-the-puck-edibl- e?"
Wrinn took time out between Pall-Mal- ls to
score four goals while Fudge Packard had a
hat trick for the Lords. Player-coac- h Dawson
"Smell-my-elbow-pad-
s" Driscoll was in-
strumental as playmaker with five assists.
The game ended on a violent note with the
ejection of Lord's center Jack Hanson for
J-
-
Junior Leslie Douglas led the team in sc
ing during the week, totaling 40 points hv
3 games and raising her season scor
average to 9.8 points per game, to rank
cond on the team. She also pulled down
rebounds. Senior captain Heather Spen.
continued to do it all for the Ladies, scor
39 points during the week, bringing
average to 15.8 points per game, tops cur
team. She also came up with 8 steals, a
pulled down 10 boards in the 3 garc:
Sophomore Shelley Webb chipped in with;
points while freshman Nicole Dunn added:
points.
Fall Athletes Honored at Banquet
By Russell Brightman
Kenyon College honored 188 athletes from
its seven fall sports teams with awards and
varsity letters Tuesday, Nov. 14.
Recognized as the most valuable players in
their respective sports were Alex Hethering-ton- ,
men's cross-countr- y; freshman Kara
Berghold, women's cross-countr- y; juniors
Cathie Herrick and Betsy Jennings, field
hockey; senior Eric Dahlquist, football;
sophomore Ron Harrington, men's soccer;
and senior Mollie Curry, women's soccer.
The fall season was an exceptionally suc-
cessful one for all of the programs. Although
no individual team won an NCAC title, three
finished in second place and three established
season win total records.
A 4-- 2 record gave the football Lords a se-
cond place tie in the NCAC. The team finish-
ed at 6-- 4, its first winning season in three
seasons. Ed Beemiller was named first-tea- m
NCAC wide receiver while Dahlquist was
named second team quarterback. Pete Mur-
phy and Duff Berschback received second-tea- m
honors in the defensive backfield. Bill
Gerstler, Paul Becker, Bob Nagucki, and
Mike Menges received third-tea- m honors.
Honorable mention was given to Brian Allen,
Steve Baldwin, Talal Al-Soway- el, Alec
Jerome and Jon Lamendola.
At 13-7-- 1, the field hockey team set a
Furda Questionable as Hockey Opens Season
By Killer Carlson
Almost a year to the day, the pain still
lingers for Kenyon hockey's Tom Furda. Fur-d- a,
now a senior, had worked his way up to
co-capta- in of the club coming into the
season. A career filled with splinters from the
bench behind him, this was his big chance.
On the first shift of the first game, though,
Furda took a check the wrong way and fell to
the ice, writhing in agony. His knee severely
damaged, Furda had to sit out the rest of the
season and still is not at full strength.
His rehabilitation has included participa-
tion in IM basketball with the Joint Chiefs of
Stuff. A 'B' level team, Furda feels his team
has a shot to be a dominating one by season's
end.
"We've been watching all the college games
on TV so far," he says, "and we've got three
wastebaskets to practice our accuracy on."
In addition to this, notes Furda, he often
hosts FADC, "so I get a lot of exercise rolling
the kegs to my apartment." Even if he does
fully recover, Furda's return may be stalled
because, he adds, "I can't find my skates."
'r' A native of Minnesota, Furda has always
been the underdog in his life. In a telephone
interview, his parents talked of how Tom us-
ed to be slower than the other kids.
"All his teachers thought he had a mental
problem," said his mother. "But we told him
to ignore the kids who would call him 'retard'
and 'Farta'.
Furda says his only hockey point came
when he got an assist against John Carroll
two years ago. His most memorable moment
came when he saw Bill Gerstler head-bu- tt an
opponent into semi-consciousne- ss. Although
completely legal, the ref thought otherwise
and had his rump duly locked up in the
penalty box.
Furda's idols include Peter Cope, Eddie
Shore, Oggie Ogelthorpe, beer vendors at the
Metrodome, Paul Bunyan, and the Heat
Mizer. His career options, he says, are based
upon the fact that he spends his free time
watching movies and ESPN.
"My first choice is to be a guy who rates
movies PG and R and stuff," he explains.
"And I'd also like to choose the background
music for the highlights. If those don't work
out, I guess I'll sell gas with Pete Cope or cad-
dy for my roomate, John Doyle."
Most of all, Furda just wants to be "one of
the guys," and hopes that someday, he'll be
able to go to a pro football game. "I've gotten
tickets before," he says, "but I can never find
the exits for the Metrodome. I'm with them
all the way, you know, Vikings, number
one!"
record for most wins in a season by a Ken;
team. Herrick and Jennings received fi:
team status while Margot Morrison and Da
ni Davis were given honorable mention. H:
rick was also awarded with the NCAC pla-- .
of the year award, as she recorded an astot
ding 10 shutouts and turned away over:
saves on the year. Congratulations is also d
to coach Sandy Moore, who was named :
league's coach of, the year.
After a slow start, the men's soccer tea
won six of its last seven and, at 4-- 2, finish
in a tie for second in the NCAC, its hi
season ever. Eleven wins on the season a!
tied a school record. Joe Youngblood
given second-tea- m status and Harringtons
Kevin Mills received honorable mention.
Although the women had a rough seasc
Stasha Wyskiel was named first-tea- m at ft
ward while Curry and Sarah Turgeon we
given honorable mention. Wyskiel ends
prolific offensive career at Kenyon which i
eluded selection as the NCAC's top offensi
player last season.
The women's volleyball team was perha:
the most successful of all teams this pi
season. The Ladies finished in the top ten
the nation and earned Kenyon's first-c- :
NCAA bid. Despite losing to Allegheny
the finals of the NCAC tournament, t:
Ladies did manage to set the school rear
for wins with 37. Holly Swank was nam:
NCAC player of the year while Heath
Spencer, Kris Snyder, Kirsten Holzheirr
and Judy Hruska all were recognized by t:
NCAC.
Finally, the cross-countr- y team
Heatherington led the men to its first a:
pearance in the NCAA regionals and --
given honorable mention by the NCAC
Berghold and Tracy Fatzinger were the or.
two Ladies who qualified for the NCAA
The two were also given mention by th
NCAC.
Hockey Lords Thrash Wooster, 7-- 3
fighting.
Apparently, the Lord's center was ups:
with the favoritism of the referee. After an
legal check by a Wooster skater, the t
players began hurling nouns that are unpri'
table at one another with penetrating adje.
tives in between the nouns. A valiant bar.
of blood, sweat, ice, and tire chains ensue.
An unusually placid Chip "Killer" Ror
commented on the fight, "Sticks do
gloves off, they challenged the Lords!" Ha
son was unavailable for comment. In goal fi
Kenyon, despite the league's ban on sterc
use, was Pete "Teabagger" Bowperson whi
along with defensive captain Ti'
"Chemistry" Harkins, was instrumental :
holding Wooster scoreles for the first half
the game.
The club welcomes any newcomers of 2
skill levels to come out and play.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
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Swimmers Take Their Lumps Over Break
By Mark Carpenter
A large factor in the tremendous success of
the Kenyon swim teams is the top-notc- h com-
petition they face in the regular season in an-
ticipation for NCAA Division III nationals in
March. Sure, they take their lumps in
December and January against schools over
30 times bigger. It pays dividends, though.
Boy does it ever.
Taking lumps was exactly what the Lords
were doing last weekend at the Pitt Invitat-
ional. Kenyon finished fifth out of six
teams, but the four in front of them were all
Division I squads.
The hosts from the University of Pitts-
burgh walked away with top honors at their
own party, racking up points as fast as a pin-ba- ll
machine, 1176 in all. Virginia Tech
followed with 718.5; then the University of
Virginia, 545; St. Bonaventure University
(NY), 369; Kenyon, 245.5; and Westminster
College (PA), 3.
"I'm pleased with the way we swam,"
remarked resident swimming guru Jim Steen.
"Quite a few of our men had their best times
of the season," the head coach continued.
This was a nice exhibition for us in which we
got in some good performances."
Three of the Lords qualified for nationals:
senior Tom Creech in the 1650-yar- d freestyle
with a time of 16:31 .79, junior Nate Llerandi
in the 200 breaststroke, 2:11.83, and sopho-
more Eric Chambers in the 200 backstroke,
1:59.08.
Lords reaching the finals included Creech in
the 500 freestyle, 4:47.25; junior David Wenz
in the 200 freestyle, 1:45.22; junior Tom
Schinabeck in the 100 butterfly, 53.15; and
the 200 freestyle medley team consisting of
Wenz and a freshman trio of Karl Slatoff,
John Landreth, and Patrick Kearney, who
came in at 1:27.39.
Creech, returning to form after a year off,
rounded out an excellent weekend with good
cr
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showings in the 200 butterfly, 1:58.59, and
the 400 individual medley, 4:17.41. Landreth
also turned in an outstanding performance in
the 100 butterfly, winning the consolation
round in 53.26. Chambers finished the 100
breaststroke in 55.39, narrowly missing the
national cut. Senior Scott Peters posted a
good time in the 100 breaststroke, 1:01.86.
All in all it was a successful venture to the
Steel City, with the Lords holding their own
against the giants. And when it comes time to
challenge Division III schools, the Denisons
of the world had better watch out.
The Lords take the rest of the semester off,
competitively anyway, and resume action
Saturday, January 14, with a meet against
Emory University and Furman University in
Atlanta, Georgia.
The Ladies swim team spent its weekend at
the Bowling Green Invitational, where it
finished third out of five teams. Host Bowl-
ing Green University eked out a narrow vic-
tory over Oakland University by a 1066-10- 1 1
count. Kenyon wound up with 826 points,
followed by Cleveland State University with
347 tallies, and Xavier University with 233.
The Kenyon mermaids exhibited plenty of
stellar performances over the weekend.
Freshman diver Ann Kelley, who, under the
tutelege of Diving Coach Fletcher Gilders is
improving with each meet, topped all com-
petition on the 1-m- eter board with a score of
373.80, and finished third in the 3-m- eter
event, 315.90. Kelley shores up a previous
weakness on the team, and is assured of go-
ing to nationals.
Junior Missi Nelson was a three-tim- e
qualifier for nationals; finishing fifth in the
500-yar- d freestyle with a time of 5:14.49,
fifth in the 1650 freestyle in 18:04.09, and
sixth in the 400 individual medley (IM) in
4:44.06.
Senior captains Erin Finneran and Jean-nin- e
Gury both performed the feat twice, as
iPSYCH IC READ
MOTHER SAMANTHA
Spiritual HealerAdvisor
MOTHER SAMANTHA . . Guaranteed
Help! Got bad time,, voodoo? Do you
have a eye on you? Do you have a pain
in ycur body and the doctors say there is
nothing wrong with you? Do you want
your loved one or sweetheart back? Do
you suffer from lack of money? Do you
want to win in everything that you do?
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that is making your hair fall out . . . You also feel that
someone has worked a Voodoo curse and has taken your
boy friend and turned him against you . . . Let Mother
Samantha, God's helper, bring him back to you! If you
have lost your nature and want to regain it, visit or call for
your free, blessed oil. It will restore your nature. Has
someone come between you and your loved one? Come or
call Mother Samantha.
CALL 618-236-178- 1 READING $1 0.00
Located in Belleville, III.
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did sophomore Kami Mathews and freshman
Carrie Ncalon. Mathews won the 200
backstroke by almost three seconds in
2:12.80, and checked in third in the 200 IM,
2:13.39. Finneran ended up second in the 200
backstroke, 2:15.34, and fourth in the 100
backstroke, 1:03.42. Gury finished third in
the 200 breaststroke, 2:31.99, and fifth in the
100 breaststroke, 1 :09.99; while Nealon came
in fourth in the 500 freestyle, 5:14.27, and
sixth in the 400 IM, 4:44.06. Sophomore
Stephanie Perrett also made the cut with her
time of 18:12.55 in the 1650 freestyle, good
for sixth. She finished eighth in the 500
freestyle in 5:20.94.
Freshman Kristie Stacy made a fine show-
ing, finishing fourth in the 100 butterfly,
1:01.96, and seventh in the 200 IM, 2:16.05,
missing the qualfying time by less than half a
second. Another frosh, Tracy Hockman,
came in fifth in the 100 butterfly, 1:02.01,
and seventh in the 50 freestyle 25.52.
The list goes on. Other Ladies swimming
well included junior Cathy Fletcher,
sophomore Molly Roll, senior Kyla Carlson,
and freshmen Tobey Cronnell and Merit Gib-
son, and Cynthia Fontana. Freshman diver
Kathy Ware continued to show improve
ment.
Notes
Extra
The Peter Cope Memorial has tem-
porarily shut down. Keep your eyes
peeled for a possible vacation bowl
pool and for the NCAA Tournament
week. Also the Super Bowl is still to
come.
What is it about the Athlete of the
Week? John Totaro's comeback will be
further delayed as he will undergo
reconstructive knee surgery over winter
break and John Curtain has been
recently seen in a sling. The newest
elite, Tom Furda, has always had lung
problems to go with his bum knee. Is
Dave Olsen next?
Prop 48: Where The Problem Lies
By Ben Strauss
I welcome any input or comments from
anyone on the subject matter that I am deal-
ing with in the following article, Ben Strauss.
"Founded chiefly on the questionable if
not false premise of S.A.T. scores, it Pro-
position 48 comes dangerously close to
discriminating against black studentathletes
coming out of inferior school systems." This
statement appeared in an article entitled
"Proposition 48: Patented Racism" which
was written by Temple University head
basketball coach John Chaney. Proposition
48 is a rule set up by the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA), that has been
in effect for three years now. It stipulates that
a person entering college as a freshman, must
have had at least a 2.0 grade point average in
11 core courses taken in high school, and
must also have scored a cumulative 700
points on the Standardized Achievement Test
(SAT) or an equivalent 15 points on the
ACT. Any person who cannot meet these
standards will not be allowed to play varsity
athletics for their first year of college, nor
will the player be allowed to practice with the
team.
Proposition 48 is a rule that touches what
must be considered only the tip of the iceberg
of a much larger problem the lack of fair
opportunities for the poor, inner-cit- y black
society which exists in America. Not only is
this rule taking away the inner-cit- y youths
dreams, but for some, receiving a higher
education is the only chance that they have to
escape the situations which are imprisoning
them. I do not believe that the people who set
up Proposition 48 are attempting to keep
inner-cit- y blacks from achieving a higher
standard of life. On the contrary, the NCAA
officials hope that Proposition 48 will cause
inner-cit- y black children to take their studies
through high school more seriously. But in-
stead of getting at the end result of the
problem, the NCAA, and moreover out
society in general, should be paying more at-
tention to the root of this problem: the poor
education that these children are getting in
our inner-citie- s.
Staff director and chief counsel to the Sub-
committee on Employment and Productivity
of the Senate Committee on Labor and
Human Resources, William Blakey, explain-
ed in an interview, "We've got to reach down
to pre-scho- ol education. We've got to move
the Title I program beyond the eighth grade,
which is by and large where it stops serving
educationally disadvantaged youngsters in
most districts." Until this problem is dealt
with, the blame for the lack of public school
education given these youth, should rest on
the dominant society as a whole, not the stu-
dent as an individual.
There are two questions that must be asked
in order to put these ideas into perspective.
First, are the black and white cultures in our
society inherently different? From the time
when the Africans were brought to America
as slaves, there has been a division that has
existed within the two societies. Today,
blacks and whites have come a long way
towards ridding our language of the term
"race" as it refers to differences in people.
But within the poorer sections of our society,
especially the inner-citie- s, blacks seem to
maintain their own form of culture, one that
has yet to be integrated into the dominant
society that exists in America today. There
has been one dominant system in this country j
for the past three hundred years that has been
controlled mainly by the white society accor- - j
ding to the vantage point from which they see i
things. There has also existed the black socie-
ty that has slowly conformed to the rules set
up in this white society, albeit bringing with
them some aspects of their own culture.
Witness the term "Afro-America- n" which is
applied to many words, customs, and foods
within our culture today. But the integration
is not complete yet, and will not be as long as
there are inequalities in the types of educa-
tion, jobs, and general opportunities afford-
ed to lower class blacks.
Proposition 48 has been almost exclusively
imposed on blacks, mainly from poor, inner-cit- y
families the ones that have yet to be in-
tegrated into the dominant society. The
NCAA admittedly knew this would be the
case when they set up the rule. The secoFv2
question then would be, is Proposition 48 un-
fair to blacks because it does not take into
consideration the basic differences between
the two societies? There are a number of
issues sinvolved here.
see PROPOSITON 48 page eight
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Proposition 48
Continued from page seven
To begin with, SAT scores. The SAT is a
test that is set up and administered by the
dominant society, and is basically a test by
which to measure the level of learning that
has been done within this culture. Statistics
show that among 17-year-o- lds, there are
three whites for every one black that is able
to read at what is considered to be the stan-
dard level needed to be successful in college.
How can an individual from a different
culture, with a different way of life, and dif-
ferent values be expected to take this test and
i measure up to the levels achieved by those
students who have lived in this dominant
society all of their lives? Many of these inner-cit- y
youths have been brought up in poverty,
with unstable living situations, and little or
no supervision and motivation provided by
adults. Often they are the first generation in
their family to consider a higher education.
As Joan Baratz-Snowde- n states in her article,
"Good News Bad News: Black Performance
on Standardized Tests", "Indeed, the
prevalence among the black population of
factors that contribute to childhood poverty,
such as living in a female-heade- d household
and teenage parenting, have increased over
the past decade . . . achievement will decline
for blacks as a group unless targeted in-
tervention reverses the trend." Then to judge
all students in the same way is not fair to the
student whose cultural differences are being
ignored.
Secondly, there is the problem with inner-cit- y
school systems. With school districts in
the cities having to charge lower taxes, there
is much less money available for these school
systems when compared with the average
non-inner-ci- ty school. Therefore, these poor
school systems have no way to compete
against wealthier school systems for quality
teachers, nor can they purchase up-dat- ed
texts and other materials. The overall educa-
tion that children attending inner-cit- y schools
are receiving is not equivalent to what
students in non-inner-ci- ty schools are being
given.
Lastly, there is the problem with role
models. In today's dominant society, there
are very few blacks in leadership positions.
The Reverend Jesse Jackson and Mayor Tom
Bradley of Los Angeles are two very visible
leaders. But the only role models that the
inner-cit- y youth of America can identify with
besides the drug dealers who are most
prevalent in these areas, are basketball and
football players who have come from the
inner-citie- s. These players, who have often
spent most of their lives in poverty, attend
college for 2-- 4 years and then sign huge con-
tracts with professional teams. Children see
this, and think, "If I can play basketball or
football well enough, then I will be able to
earn a lot of money and escape this situation
that I am in now." The trouble is, they forget
that they must graduate from high school,
and then be accepted, and make it through at
least two years of college in order to get the
notoriety that one must have in order to be
considered by the professional leagues.
Often, terrific basketball and football talents
will end up on the streets, with no education
having only crime and drugs to turn to, as
they are unable to get into a college to hone
their skills and attract attention from the pro-
fessional teams. It is a sad story that is not
uncommon in America today.
Solutions to the problem are hard to come
by, it is not realistic to try and drastically
change the whole educational system over-
night. Blakey hopes that the government will
continue in its attempt to aid these disadva-
ntaged youth with programs such as the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act
which was set up in 1984. Kenyon College
head basketball coach Bill Brown, who has
had experience with Proposition 48 in
coaching positions held before coming to
Kenyon, agrees that there is a problem main-
ly in the educational process. He suggests,
"We need to address the future, and there
must be more federal participation in the
educational system. At this point, we are just
setting our kids up to fail by not stressing the
importance of an education early enough.
Proposition 48 is a good idea, but it needs to
be implemented earlier in the educational
process." In the meantime, there seems to be
little hope for poorly educated blacks who,
today, hope to reach the professional levels
of sport. Junior colleges are one option, high
school graduates can attend a "Juco" for two
years and then try and transfer to a larger
university, but the educational standards that
exist are low, and do not prepare the in-
dividual for the demands that will be placed
on him academically by a good school. There
must be more of an effort made to integrate
the inner-cit- y blacks into the dominant socie-
ty, and to insure that there exists an equal op-
portunity for all.
Editorial Arrogance
Continued from page two
social atmosphere at Kenyon does not find
itself in the most intense discussion of the
foundations of liberalism", and "it is not
manifested in the tireless quest for a
worldview based upon irrefutable grounds".
Unless I have missed something, what the
author intends is that we should replace the
Friday evening frat bash with all-nig- ht phil-
osophy seminars. There is a clear distinction
between what is done in an academic setting,
and then what is done in the way of relaxa-
tion from the pressures of that setting. The
author states that somehow the weekend par-
ty destroys all possible value of the week's
academics. Where is the proof? The author
speaks of an ideal based upon reasoned and
rational investigation, yet hisher own argu-
ment is the stuff of demogoguery, a tone of
overbearing sophistication without substance
or support. It is obvious that a large propor-
tion of the student body prefers to spend
weekend nights at parties. The author wishes
to stop this from occurring, for the greater
intellectual good of all these poor misguided
individuals. Shehe accused Kenyon's stu-
dent of reflecting "the outmoded society of
their forebears", and accused that society of
fostering an "anti-intellectu- al climate" out-
side of the classroom, yet heshe calls for the
dismantling of the fraternities as "the struc-
tures that have done the most damage" to the
"sanctity of our mission". Presumably only
by shielding student from the anti-intellectu- al
fraternity beasts can they hope to survive the
cold, cruel, anti-intellectu- al world outside
our hilltop haven. The author calls upon the
Commission on Student Life to do just this,
but I take solace in the fact that commission
is basing its inquiry upon what can be proven
and argue, and not what is simply trumpeted
from an ivory tower.
Brian Barna '91
Uncovering Rape
Continued from page two
mission on Student Life. In fact, this infor-
mation has been shared quite freely by Deans
Omahan and Steele in discussions with
students. The only point at which the Task
Force desired to keep its information con-
fidential was while it was analyzing statistics
and authoring its report, for we felt that to
take a given statistic out of context could lead
to a serious misrepresentation and sensa-
tionalizing of the issues.
That is why we are concerned about the
possible misconceptions fostered by the Col-
legian headline "Unreported Rapes at Ken
yon." According to the Task Force survey,
six percent of the Kenyon women responding
report having been "physically forced to have
sexual intercourse including oral, anal, or
vaginal intercourse against their will."
These are not "unreported rapes" in the sense
that the College has substantiated, or even
alleged, information concerning specific sex-
ual assaults of 6Io of its population it does
not. What it does have, and is currently ad-
dressing, is a range of anonymously-gathere- d
statistics which indicate that the quality of
malefemale student interaction at Kenyon
needs serious attention. As deplorable as that
6 statistic is and as horrifying as those
assaults must have been for those individual
women the statistic should surprise no one.
The experiences of Kenyon women reflect the
sexual violence prevalent in the larger society.
For example, Mary Coss' 1985 national
survey of college women reveals that 27 Vo
had experienced rape or attempted rape, and
some estimates suggest that as many as one in
three women will be raped during her
lifetime.
That six percent of Kenyon women
surveyed report having been forced to have
sex against their will should therefore sur-
prise no one; but it should anger everyone,
and it should mobilize the Kenyon communi-
ty to address the entire range of gender-specifi- c
abuses women experience every day
on this campus. In sending its Report to the
various individuals and College organizations
listed above, the Task Force left the job of
sharing its information to existing campus
structures. In hindsight, the Task Force
probably should have specifically recom-
mended strategies for presenting the Report
to the entire Kenyon community, and "A
Concerned Reader's" letter reminds us that
open and concerned discussion of the issues
is vital. Perhaps a "Town Meeting" might be
a good way to begin this dialogue. We three,
and we suspect other members of the Task
Force, would be willing to act as resources
for any individual or group interested in
organizing such an event.
Sincerely,
Kim McMullen
Cheryl Steele
Joy Eckstine
Diplomat
Continued from page one
curred. Fortunately, such an event did
happen. The dignitary's visit was fun)
restricted by Gorbachev's coinciding tour
America, which conflicted somewhat '
the event. The Soviet leader requested '
Neverov's presence in Washington for I
trin This sprnnH rnnciHprntinn
Neverov's journey to the nearby Amish co
try.
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Generous Cash
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for the return of the charcoal grey ladies
ter coat taken from the V.I. the Thursc
before Thanksgiving break. The coat ha;
striped lining. Keys with a green wooden p:
keyring are in the pocket. This coat, strar.:
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I'm prepared to pay definitely will. IH pd
provide a box and postage so you can mat
to me if it no longer happens to be on cr
pus.
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Please contact pbx 5503 or Security.
Delivery Until 2:00 A.M.
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